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Photo: Jon Pack/Comedy CentralThe Other Two is a surprisingly clever and gentle comedy about the fame and industrial complex of pop culture, or at least felt that way about the pilot. Now you can watch the entire first season for free on the Comedy Central website, or in the app on your Roku/Apple TV/Chromecast, for
the next two weeks. It's great news for all of us who watched the pilot and then couldn't access the rest of the show. Do you know when you are borrowing your parents' login and for some reason the cable channel app does not accept the password, and you can't talk to customer service because (1) they will know that
you are hacking your cable and (2) you would have to route everything through your parents, who can barely use a computer and set up cable login just for you anyway? Welp, it's not a problem, not for this particular show, not for the next two weeks. The show (starring Drew Tarver and Heléne York, and with Molly
Shannon and Ken Marino) follows two failed brothers who joined their younger brother's entourage after their YouTube songs went viral. What seems special about this show is that everyone in the main family seems to really love each other and at least tries to have each other's best interests at heart. Or at least that's
how I felt of the pilot and promotional material that I could see without a comedy central login working. Whether you've ever been a Glee fan, or if you're a fan of fair weather, or simply one whose interest has lost in recent times, you may be intrigued to learn that Glee will air its season premiere on Friday, January 9.
Some basic information: It's 2 hours long, most of the original cast is back, and by the look of the two short promotions that were released, it looks, well, promising. And that observation is given even despite my skeptical and cautiously optimistic standards. Now, I may be talking too soon, but I think season 6 might just
be the chance of this show to get your mojo back. But if you're still not convinced to tune in to the season premiere, it might be good to revisit some of the best episodes in the series in order to renew your interest. After all, it would be a shame to leave a show that you invested so many years without a proper closure or a
chance for it to prove itself to you one last time. So in an effort to revitalize your long-lost or stagnant love of Glee, here are some episodes you should watch in the days leading up to the premiere that would make sue sylvester give in and give the Glee Club another chance. The PilotWhy: A formal introduction to the
arrogant, annoying, self-centered and yet only antagonistic protagonist, Rachel Berry. It's an update of how far she's come. Why: Although not all shine so brightly, this serves as a perfect prologue to what the show wanted to establish itself as (for the first three seasons, in If not for anything else, do it for the clumsyly
incredible performance of Push It by Salt n' Pepa. But also because it is the second episode of the entire series (then, really the first that bars the pilot) and establishes a real and binding connection with the totally unorthodox main characters. You're remembered why you got hooked in the first place. Trip to
RegionalsWhy: The journey at the point covers, but most importantly, the novel. For lack of a better phrase, the chemistry between Lea Michele and Cory Monteith was out of jail. Britney/Brittany Why: the dream reboot of a 90s child of all britney spears classics and a front row seat to Heather Morris' unborn dance skills.
Oh yes, and John Stamos. Grilled Cheesus Why: One of those episodes in which Glee manages to address a serious topic (in this case religion) without feeling like an after-school special and maintaining his ironic humor. Blame Alcohol For That: Delivers the funniest episode of Glee to date. In addition, Ke$ha's
pronunciation as Key-Dollar Sign-Ha. Which is totally logical. Yes/No Why: Mr. Schue's epic poolside proposal to Mrs Pillsbury for Rihanna's We Found Love. And Finn is premature, simple and yet as a sincere proposition for Rachel. *Sigh*GoodbyeWhy: Veterans graduate, Glee Club FINALLY gains acceptance of the
entire school, despite years of torment, and the sensations are all kinds of real. Looks like you're graduating with them. The Break-UpWhy: All couples in the show break up. And while this must be a drug, it was made for anguish perfection. I do why: sexual tension abounds. Basically, it's hot. The Quarterback Why: A
proper and unfortunately necessary farewell to the beloved Finn Hudson. And, a reminder that despite the glaring loss, they all got ciced up and maybe deserve to be cut off a little slack. Images: FOX; glee.wikia.com (2); wilsheresperfection/Tumblr; rophydoes.com. emmajane-spn/Tumblr; queenofpresh/Tumblr So how
about that black smoke monster that consumed Emma in the final moments of the season finale of Once And Again? That was really weird and unexpected, huh? If you're already eager to go ahead and re-watch Emma's descent into the darkness, you'll have to wait a while. Season 4 of Once And Again probably won't
hit Netflix until the end of this summer, so a second show of the season will have to wait a while. However, in the gear for this, you can start thinking about the major episodes you want to re-watch in anticipation of Season 5. [UPDATE: OUAT Season 4 is now streaming on Netflix.] Like ouat seasons before, season 4
was divided into two parts. It seems that not long ago the characters of Frozen stopped at Storybrooke, but in the it was a few months ago. Obviously these are going to be some great episodes to check again if just for to join that Snow Queen/long-lost aunt story before emma can. But that's not all. The Wizard had a big
role during season 4, and it looks like he's going to play an even bigger role in Season 5. Now we have a name - Merlin - so there may already be hidden clues in your giant mansion on the outskirts of town? Last year, season 3 of OUAT crashed on Netflix in late summer, early august. Fortunately, it still came well before
season 4, giving me plenty of time to watch again. There's no set date for when we'll actually be available for streaming, although it's likely to follow last year's pattern and be released on Netflix in late summer, weeks before season 5 premieres. Here are the six episodes you should watch first. When you're done with this,
you'll want to use some magic to speed up the return of Once And Ever. A Tale of Two Sisters — Episode 1The first episode of the season introduced us to an entirely new world: Arendelle. Frozen came to television and expanded the story of the original film for a long time. Events resumed where the film left off, with
Elsa's eternal accidental winter and all having built a snowman. At the premiere we saw that Anna then basically disappeared and Elsa found herself in the strange new world of Maine. The Apprentice — Episode 4OK, Emma and Hook date alert. It's one of the few times we've seen Emma dressed, and she looked
amazing. Killian, of course, looked bold, and I'm totally behind it. But rumplestilsken returned his hand to Hook, but it was an enchanted hand that made him do some questionable things. There was something else going on in the episode, too. It is titled The Apprentice and actually started the plot of the Sorcerer's
Apprentice which only became more important for the rest of the season. Heroes &amp; Villains — Episode 12The episode that would define the theme of season 4 doB introduced us to a new kind of darkness for Storybrooke. We quickly encountered Ursula, Cruella and Maleficent (again) and learned that Rumple has a
way to get back to town, and track down the author and give them happy endings. Meanwhile, in Storybrooke, Regina had to say goodbye to Robin and there was a lot of crying, and then Belle baniled Rumple, and there was even more crying. It's a heavy episode, and you may have missed some important moments
through all these tears. Heart of Gold — Episode 18You should re-watch this episode because Neal/Balefire has a thousand screams while Robin and Marion moved into their New York apartment. It's good to see him referenced, as I like to imagine that he'll go back to OUAT somehow, just because I miss him and I'll



never stop talking about him. So watch Heart of Gold and imagine me crying on my television, NEAAAAAALLLLLLLL all the time. Oh, but Regina e Emma Emma in New York in an attempt to find Robin, where they discovered that Zelena is still alive and she killed Marion. It's a lot to process, and these events are key
turning points in season 4. Lily — Episode 20Muário with Emma's past is always heartbroken, because she was robbed of anything that besems a happy childhood. In Lily we saw her have a chance at happiness, which was then promptly stolen by Lily. Turns out she and Lily have always been connected, as well as
being runaway childhood friends. Lily is actually malevolent's daughter, who opened a new world of madness as the truth about her life, and what Charming and Snow did to her, began to come out. Who knew the Charmings could be so semi-evil? Operation Mongoose: Part 1 &amp; 2 — Episode 22 and 23The season
finale packed so many punches, and set up everything that's going to happen next. Emma's the black one now? Henry's the new author? Has the wizard been Merlin this whole time? Ouat could be diving into the Sword in Stone's territory, perhaps? But stay tuned, if you watch Operation Mongoose: Part 1 and 2 long
before OUAT returns, waiting for more may be impossible to bear. Images: Eric McCandless, Jack Rowand (5), Katie Yu/ABC Suits is finally back for its ninth season - with the addition of Meghan Markle? - in the USA now, and we Brits have to spend the next day avoiding ALL SPOILERS online. The hit show is being
streamed weekly on usa network in the US and Netflix in the UK - although it's on Netflix 24 hours after it airs in America. Fans will be happy to know that Mike Ross (Patrick J Adams) will return as a guest for Season 9 after stepping aside in season 8 to move to Seattle with now-royal actress Meghan Markle, who plays
Rachel Zane. All previous seasons are available to stream on Amazon Prime now, so read below to learn how to watch all eight previous seasons of Suits and the latest episodes as they are released. How to watch the seasons of Suits 1-8 The American public can follow all the old seasons in their entirety on Amazon
Prime. Prime Video subscription costs $12.99 per month there, but has a 30-day free trial, which should be plenty of time to keep up with a decent portion of the series before going through season 9. Here in the UK, you'll need a Netflix account to go through all eight seasons. Again, there's a 30-day free trial when you
sign up for Netflix with an exclusive email, so you can go through it all in a month. There are 124 episodes in the series so far, so if you are an absolute soldier and power through a minimum of four episodes a day, you can officially consider yourself caught up in Suits. you may then want to go out because that's *A LOT*
of binging. Suits How to watch Suits Season 9 in the UKOk, so you're all stuck in Suits, now you need to watch the new season. So the U.S. transmitted the first season 9 on The USA Network on Wednesday, July 17, with Netflix releasing the first episode to UK viewers the following day on July 18. That means each new
episode will fall in the US every Wednesday after that, with UK Netflix broadcasting that episode every Thursday. What will happen in Suits Season 9? If you can't wait to find out what happens in the new season, the official synopsis says: The final season of Suits centers [sic] in an evolved company, Zane Specter Litt
Wheeler Williams, who is facing uncertainty and change once again after Robert Zane (Wendell Pierce) took the fall with the Bar Association to save Harvey Specter (Gabriel Macht). After his sacrifice, Samantha Wheeler (Katherine Heigl) is left reeling from the loss of his mentor, and while trying to comfort her, Harvey
realizes that he doesn't want to lose the most important person to him: Donna Paulsen (Sarah Rafferty). The ninth season will follow the lawyer and COO as they balance their relationship with the job as they struggle to save the company's tarnished reputation alongside their partners, Louis Litt (Rick Hoffman), Alex
Williams (Dulé Hill), Katrina Bennett (Amanda Schull) and Samantha. As the season progresses, the personal lives of our main characters will be explored more deeply than ever, laying out the conclusion of the series, in which everyone will finally be forced to decide exactly who they are and what kind of lawyers they
want to be. Season 9 of Suits begins July 17 on The USA Network and July 18 on Netflix.Subscribe to Netflix now! This content is created and maintained by third parties and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in
piano.io piano.io
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